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former tax office in the town, so that the
viewer 'descended' from the mountains to
the flood plain below via the stairs. At Marian
Goodman, walking from the north room of
the gallery to the south room proved to be
just as effective. The drawings are a linear,
cinematic voyage, which recall the 'promo-
tional' paintings of the 19th-century artist
Albert Bierstadt, who created his monumen-
tal oils partly as a paean to the untouched
beauty of the American West, but also
to encourage pioneers to fulfil America's
Manifest Destiny. Dean is more cautious.

Against the overall black ground,
blindingly white peaks evoke the sensation
of a sunny day on the slopes. With the first
three blackboards. Fatigues D, E and F,
there is an economy of means with respect
to the chalk, delineating the peaks and sub-
tly picking out the volumes of the moun-
tains, which lends a notably Romantic effect
- perhaps we are standing under a cloud
on a promontory, finally gazing out at some
promised land, from the dark into the light.
The inspiration for these vistas is a Rudyard
Kipling poem about an episode in the disas-
trous Second Anglo-Afghan war ('Ford 0'
Kabul River', 1890) and footage of a flash
flood in Kabul from Dean's unsuccessful film
enterprise. The second set of blackboards,
A, B and C, are about the river and its
destructiveness. Emerging from the almost
total darkness of Fatigue C, the river rises,
becomes engorged and in a bright slash of
dusty white swirls becomes a fearsome
maelstrom in/A. There iscracklyfilm or flip-
book quality that links the six drawings
across the breadth of the gallery.

Well-paired with these drawings was
Dean's 2010 film The Friar's Doodle, a claus-
trophobic, ten-minute black and white Odys-
sey across a page of inky drawings sketched
by a Franciscan friar who gave them to the
artist in the 1970s. As the projector whirrs,
the viewer follows the eye of the artist as she
explores the meandering path of a bored
monk, climbing stairs and navigating various
architectural fantasies; but also unintention-
ally reiterating the profession of its creator,
as the way is littered with Sacred Hearts and
other suggestively Catholic imagery. Unlike
the 'Fatigues' though, there is no escape from
this flickering winding passage, only endless
climax and suspense. It becomes more of
a comment on the predicament and frame
of mind of its original doodler, as enabled
through Dean's purview.

The 'Fatigues' are inscribed with
peripheral text, lines that sometimes serve
the viewer; for example, '(Narrative) Direction'
followed by an arrow seems like a guide,
while other notes might be little reminders
to the artist as she was drawing. 'Friday
12;41 ' and several other times and dates
prove to be enigmatic. 'A mountain for
Donald' must be an inside joke. But these
jottings heighten the ephemerality of the
series, and the tragic weakness of the line,
or the word, to postpone inevitable destruc-
tion, either by nature or humankind. If it
was easy enough to eradicate the graceful
1,400-year-old Buddhas of the Bamiyan
Valley in this very same country in the rela-
tive blink of an eye, how hard could it be
simply to erase Dean's board?
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Vizcaya Museum and Gardens on Biscayne
Bay in Miami is perhaps not the first thing
that comes to mind when one thinks about
early 20th-century architectural Modernism,
yet it turns out to be a more than suitable
vehicle for Josiah McElheny to explore his
ongoing fascination with its fraught Utopian
projects. Built by industrialist James Deering,
Vizcaya was his winter residence from 1916
until his death in 1925; it is named to com-
memorate an early Spaniard, whose surname
is actually Vizcaino. The architecture is
a pastiche of Cuban limestone work and
Florida coral, the garden a hybrid of Italian
and French styles. The grandiosity of the
estate - which originally stretched to over
180 acres - is often likened to publishing
magnate William Randolph Hearst's castle
in California.

McElheny's Light Club at Vizcaya: A
Wamen's Picture (2012) is a 30-minute film
that comprises archival stills and contempo-
rary moving images of the estate. The work
re-imagines its history through the most
unlikely of sources, an obscure short story
titled 'Light Club of Bataria'. Written in 1912
by the German author Paul Scheerbart, it
focuses on a group of women who meet at a
hotel in Jakarta to build a spa entirely out
of Tiffany glass to bathe in light. The story
reflects Scheebart's belief that glass archi-
tecture can realize fantasies and dreams and
even has the potential to change the world.
It is in this way that tho story meshes with
Deering's own ambitious project. McElheny's
film explores whether Vizcaya's opulence
was merely a ruse to deflect attention from
something literally more palatial; a glass
palace of light hidden under the grotto.

The film's script is written by poet Rachel
Zolf and told from the viewpoint of the sup-
posed great-grandniece of Mattie Edwards

Hewitt, the photographer who documented
much of Vizcaya's building project. McElheny
intersperses these photographs from the
museum's archives in the film; watching the
film feels more like turning the pages of
someone's photo album. The participation
of photographer Zoe Leonard as the voice of
Hewitt's descendent is particularly appropri-
ate given Leonard's earlier collaboration with
filmmaker Cheryl Dunye, in which she pro-
duced an intimate album of staged photos
documenting the life of the fictitious actress
Fae Richards.

Hewitt's great-grandniece describes
her investigation into what might have been
Vizcaya's clandestine light club for Hewitt
and her coterie of female friends. She even
suggests that the present-day White Party,
a circuit party held at the Vizcaya as a fund-
raiser for HIV/AIDS research every year from
1985 to 2010, might be the contemporary
manifestation of a light olub. She describes
the crowd dressed in white as bathing in
the light of the moon and also notes that the
parties are grand affairs of narcissism - a
reference to the partygoers whose hyper-
muscular physiques could be said to approxi-
mate the Aryan ideal. Indeed, displays of
excess can veer towards a dark side - muoh
like those of the project of Modernism itself.

Nonetheless, rather than eschew excess or
jettison Modernism's Utopian impulses
wholesale, McElheny - in the paraphrased
words of Wolff - urges us to reject Utopia
as a blueprint but preserve it as a dream.
Indeed, the fact that McElheny's work on a
narrative level is infused with an explicitly
gendered and queer presence re-imagines
the male-driven and implicitly heterosexual
Utopian ideals of Modernism. Though not
explored in the film, it is worth noting that
Hattie was in a same-sex relationship and
Deering was known to have dalliances
with men. McElheny's work suggests the
dictum of Modernist architecture - a better
world follows better architecture - might
not be entirely far-fetched.
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